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FREE GENERATION AND COIL MELNICHENKO FOR IMPLEMENTATION.
GAP WITH THE COVER OF ALL ENERGY AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING PATTERNS !!!
Here at the bottom of the device that pushes into a stupor all elektrospetsov.
Here is a convenient top-of-the-core multi-core Melnichenko coil that is convenient for industrial applications (not only
for experiments and research) to any capacity from tens to hundreds of watts to many megawatts. In this topology,
many dozens of coils and many ferromagnetic cores separated by gaps for multiplicating the magnetic field work at
once. At the same time, all coils and all neighboring cores are mutually synergistic and additionally bias each other. And
the cylindrical shape of the entire assembly is very similar to a conventional choke and is very technically convenient. It
is also possible to close everything in a torus by making segments of iron (steel) or of ferrites.
The total magnetic field and the entire magnetic flux of such a chain of many cores is already many times larger than
that of a monolithic rod. At the same time, almost everything (about 80-90% of the magnetic field of these cores) is not
magnetically connected to the coil wires as if it were not there ... It doesn’t have to be spent on the input for magnetized
energy and on this internal magnetic field !!!! But this is all real magnetic energy and can be easily transformed with the
help of a special removable winding with sections and tightly located on each core. In the figure it is not so as not to
complicate and not to overload this figure at all. When degaussing, this ALL FREE MAGNETIC ENERGY of these cores is
converted to its already purely additional electric power and the chain of cores literally just shoots the extra power that
was not taken into account at the input.
The degree of magnetic coupling and the shape of the proportions of the cores and all the gaps between them and the
diameter of the coil can vary within very wide limits and is chosen not from the principle of minimum magnetic coupling,
but from the principle of maximum generation efficiency and all absolute optimum or maximum power on this particular
device . The main thing is that the device is simple as a broom sends to the dump and to the scrap all the old energy and
all the old world bastard system built on energy slavery as an energy leash and hunger. ..
This variant has also been taken into account by me for my international patenting for a long time and in a multivariate
manner and is reliably protected from any raiders (especially foreign raiders) and different caliber of any arrogant blunt
thieves of foreign inventions.

In this embodiment, many cores are used. The topology itself is more compact and convenient in order to plug it
into the device. In the complete assembly, without knowing the details, even the specialist will not be able to
understand where the extra electric power comes from there, since it looks like it is just the most ordinary
cylindrical coil and it looks like the most common (in the assembly and winding) “long” core inside. A kind of
surprise device ...
At the same time, the principle of generation itself is simple to the obscene ..... "Physicists are idiots on .." almost one of those simple said almost literally and very convincingly. but also very intelligent people who
happened to see it all in work. These clever men all stupidly drowned .. This thesis, alas, is a complete truth ...
This generation piece has already plunged into deep frustration and prostration both our specialists and even one
very tough serious foreign expert who drove off all that he saw, as it is now to tell his bosses ... I want to see
soon the faces and these fucking faces of European burghers who suddenly realize that electricity can be free
and unlimited in general ... Why the hell should we build these solar plants and other garbage and spend trillions
of euros for what you can have for free. We must always clearly remember that in our native patronymic we
have no prophet and only world-wide recognition and introduction abroad will not allow our bastards and
ghouls to swallow this topic quietly. You do not need to be here a fool and a naive idiot and climb on the
rampage that would fool the project and yourself. Even abroad, it is necessary to do everything not in one single
country and firmly hammer all over the world. Alas, our “deeply social” state is not at all the best place in the
world for the initial implementation of such revolutionary projects, and only having created many hundreds of
separate and independent national artels and small enterprises can be prevented from somehow slowing down
and squeezing the project and not being brazenly raiding small factory .... I will write more about all this

separately.
The removable winding on the cores is not shown in this figure for its simplicity and consists of separate
sections that cover almost ALL the magnetic field of each core. This removable winding converts into
electricity ALL FREE MAGNETIC ENERGY OF IRON.
There are many variations and variations of the magnetic topology and the devices themselves, and there are
many common magnetic layouts even for such systems, and this will all be used when embedded in different
devices. But this variant in the form of a cylindrical assembly is very convenient technically and has the highest
maximum generation efficiency with a relatively strong field and sufficient to magnetize the entire chain of
cores with gaps.
To be continued.

